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Sage Intelligence
Reporting for Enterprise
Management
Easily control, automate and analyze
data to make more informed business
decisions.

Save time. Take control.
Take action.

“Sage Enterprise Management and Sage Intelligence will pay for
themselves through the efficiencies we gain.” - Tim Waros, Financial
Analyst, County Commissioners Association of Pennsylvania
Every business is unique and because of this, so are
their financial reporting requirements.

Key benefits for your business:

Sage Intelligence Reporting for Enterprise
Management is an intuitive reporting solution that
provides you with ready-to-use financial reports to
start with, that you can then fully customize yourself
to suit your business’s needs. Alternatively, you can
create a new report from scratch to suit your unique
requirements.

Save time. You only need to customize your reports
once.

With Intelligenece Reporting, you get a
comprehensive and flexible financial reporting
solution. It boasts an intuitive user interface to
supplement a powerful generation engine utilizing
the latest Sage Intelligence Report Designer
In-Memory technology, allowing for improved
performance and usability.

Take Control. Enjoy the freedom of easily
customizing your financial reports to suit your
unique business needs.
Take action. Use specific information to make smart
business decisions and act on them.

Sage Intelligence Reporting for Enterprise Management

Find out more
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Key Features
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1.

100% Excel experience. The familiar Excel
interface leverages existing Excel skills and puts
you in total control of formatting, making the
design and maintenance of financial reports
and financial packs much faster and easier.

2.

Powerful In-Memory technology. Report on
large data volumes using formulas inside Excel.

3.

Wizard to fast track financial layout
generation. If you are not familiar with Excel,
you can use the Layout Generator to effortlessly
generate standard financial reports.

4.

Scalable reporting. The solution supports
multiple fiscal years as well as multiple charts of
account, ledgers, companies, and sites, making
scalable reporting accurate, faster, and easier.

5.

Simple drill down. A right-click drill down option
within the Excel report extends accessibility and
visibility into transactional information.

6.

Complete control over the level of detail in
reports. Advanced Excel users can leverage row
sets to define their own repository of reusable,
customized reporting rows based on account
rules using ranges, wildcards, and arithmetic to
speed up report design and maintenance.

7.

8.

9.

Integrated multicurrency support.
Multicurrency reporting is easy with access
from within Excel to exchange rates maintained
within Sage Enterprise Management.
Advanced dimensional filtering. Report on
both financial and analytical data in a single
layout with dimensional Reporting Trees, which
enable advanced dimensional filtering across all
nine dimensions. You can recreate pyramids,
combine dimension types, leverage powerful
rollup capability, and slice and dice to get the
most valuable information from your reports.
Automated Report Distribution. In a variety of
standard formats, send reports to a file, publish
to an FTP site, and send by email. Choose the
reports you want to distribute and who will
receive them and customize each email format
using your existing MS Outlook profile and
address book.

Decision
making.

Improved
effeciency.

Business
growth.

Why Intelligence Reporting?
Better decision making, improved effeciency
and business growth are the top three reasons
business owners use business intelligence.
You get the following key components with
Intelligence Reporting that will help you succeed.
Report Viewer. The Report Viewer allows you to
run out the relevant reports. It comes with the
basic filtering capabilities (filtering and changing of
parameters) and drill-down functionality on existing
reports.
Report Manager. The Report Manager allows you
to author new reports (organizing, creating, and
editing), filter and aggregate data, as well as create
new reports with the standard data tables available.
This tool also allows you to set permissions and
security for reports.
Report Designer. This Excel add-in allows you to
easily create and edit financial statements using a
graphical “drag and drop” interface, giving you full
control of your financial reports.
Connector module. The Connector module allows
you to access and consolidate information from
multiple sources. This means you can connect to
more than one database at a time enabling you to
do multicompany or multicurrency consolidations
and create new data containers for specific
customized reports on any part of your Sage
Business Solution and/or any other data sources
(ODBC compliant).
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